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Urban Grapevine Project 
Economic Feasibility Narrative 
2015 DC Affordable Living Design Competition 
 
Urban Grapevine includes ten (10) single family dwellings:  (2) 2-bedroom,  (4) 3-
bedoom and (4) 4-bedroom units designed to meet the requirements for Full 
Certification under the Living Building Challenge (v.3.0) without invoking currently 
allowed Exceptions.  The project also includes a community greenhouse that houses 
the rainwater cistern, water purification and battery back-up system for all ten units.   
 
In this case, what is considered affordable is defined by  DC’s Affordable Housing 
Inclusionary Zoning Program: 30% of the units in the project must be priced for buyers 
earning up to 80% of the area’s AMI (adjusted median income), and the remaining units 
may be sold as market rate housing.  Depending on one’s assumptions regarding the 
market, developers fees and unit size, our estimate of budget construction cost is 
between $155 and $185 per square foot  (not including the community infrastructure 
elements).  In the DC construction market, this is a fairly typical cost for conventional 
(code-minimum) construction. There is not significant margin for the added performance 
features and components desired in this project. 

The economic feasibility of this project relies on the following strategies: 

1. utilize volunteer and stakeholder labor in the construction process, as well as 
programs to help train skilled workers  in high-performance construction 
methods. 

2. improve energy and water performance in order to reduce the required capacity 
of mechanical equipment and infrastructure (plumbing, wiring, etc.). 

3. improve performance in order to reduce operating costs for homeowners, 
effectively increasing the amount they can afford to pay for their mortgage. 
Renewable energy systems (solar power) could effectively reduce recurring 
energy costs to zero. 

4. reduce the demand for additional energy, water and waste infrastructure,  
incentivized through tax credits, and benefiting DC utilities and government via 
reduced capital expenditures. 

5. seek research funding for the more advanced design elements such as 
decentralized waste, water and energy infrastructure. 

Satisfying the Net-Positive Energy  Imperative requires the construction of an extremely 
tight, highly insulated envelope. Our team used the BEopt energy modeling software 
from NREL to balance life cycle energy costs with upfront costs.  Even so, this quality of 
construction is generally expensive.   One strategy for making it more affordable is to 
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employ volunteer labor under close professional supervision, a model pioneered by 
Habitat for Humanity in their Ivy City (Passive House) project. The prospective 
homeowner is expected to invest sweat equity in the project, which not only helps with 
the budget but also builds pride of ownership and connection to Place.  Homeowners 
should be stewards of their community, so this engagement is essential to the healthy 
operation as well as the construction of the units. 

High performance wall insulation, windows and doors, and passive-solar design make it 
possible to radically reduce the size of the heating and cooling system (from 1.94 tons 
for a 3-bedroom Building America standard dwelling to 0.90 tons for our final design).  
High efficiency (SEER 22) mini-split heating/cooling systems help reduce the cost of 
construction by reducing need for rigid ducting.   High performance appliances, lighting, 
plumbing, heating and cooling systems allow us to further reduce the total energy 
requirements to 4.85 kWh/yr per square foot of living space.   

Net-Positive Energy goals also require the addition of renewable power generation 
systems.  Photovoltaic (PV) arrays (80 kW total for 10 units, water pumping and car 
charging) and solar hot-water (SHW) panels  (49,000 kBTUs/h total) are required to 
provide all resident energy needs.  The anticipated pay-back period for this energy-
efficiency package (envelope, equipment and solar panels combined) is approximately 
33 years (based on simulations performed using the BEopt software). 

The Urban Grapevine community is intended to operate as a renewable energy 
cooperative, though each unit would be separately metered.  Panels on each dwelling 
would be connected to a common micro-grid with central battery backup , all 
professionally monitored and maintained. By leasing the panels and inverters instead of 
buying them outright, residents typically receive maintenance for free, while the 
company accrues the tax credits and SRECs. 

The Net-zero Water Imperative is met through community-level systems for rainwater 
collection, storage, purification and pumping normally performed by DC’s water utility.  
Urban Grapevine’s use of composting toilets and other water-saving measures like re-
circulating showers make it possible for all potable water needs to be met using 
captured rainwater, while graywater is used for non-potable needs, primarily irrigation.  
Unlike the Western U.S., the MidAtlantic region is not suffering from wide-spread water 
shortages.  Consequently, potable water is still relatively cheap here, posing a 
significant barrier to the economic feasibility of net-zero water within the City.  Fiscal 
research like the Net Zero and Living Building Challenge Financial Study, funded in part 
of by the DDOE, have primarily explored options for reducing consumption of potable 
water for non-potable uses and for controlling stormwater on-site.  The cost premium for 
these measures in multi-family projects was projected to be 1.7% and the payback 
period estimated to be over 20 years.  It is likely the costs of a potable rainwater system 
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would be appreciably greater, making full implementation of the Water Petal difficult to 
justify under current market and regulatory conditions from an economic perspective.  

Distributed water systems like those proposed here must be viewed as an investment in 
the region’s long-term environmental and economic health.  Though the area is not 
experiencing severe water shortages at present, studies indicate that in the future water 
levels in the Potomac may be reduced enough to cause permanent damage to the 
ecosystem.  Even today, excessive water use and antiquated centralized systems for 
stormwater and sewage management seriously threaten the water quality of our 
waterways.  Starting the transition to a green decentralized water infrastructure today 
will save a significant amount of money compared to large scale emergency measures 
required later (including repairs to the environment). Investments in water infrastructure 
could take the form of subsidies, grants and other incentives to developers and 
residents leading the way.  Projects like this would also make excellent research studies 
(government or NGO funded), and the results could be applied anywhere in the 
Country.   


